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the vast majority of the film is non-narrated; if the viewer is familiar with the work of william carlos williams, he can begin to detect where the directors words come from, but without a soundtrack, its not easy to put a name to the words. in a later interview, kubrick explained that he had originally
wanted a documentarian, but, after looking at some of the material, he changed his mind and decided to make the film himself. as he worked on it, kubrick was looking for a way to express the concept of space without recourse to technical terms, and was influenced by a scene from the 1987

movie fireflies in the garden where the young boy runs his fingers through the plants to see if the flowers are really flowers. the same idea is used in the telepresence section of the film (the film of the film) in which you use your eyes to see the way things are. shooting the film was difficult for some
of the crew, particularly those who were not used to working with a director. kubrick didnt like to intervene unless necessary, and would make minimal suggestions. in one instance, when the camera operator and assistant director (who were in a van) were making a great fuss about being cold, he
made them each some hot drinks. one of the filmys directors, a young man named mark klawans, recalled that kubrick would usually shut himself in his office with his own equipment and would always have a telephone on his desk. nevertheless, kubrick was attentive to the smallest details. on the

set, he insisted that the cameraman be right up against the actors, and would speak to the actors in particular, rather than to the director, often telling them what to do. he once told john keel, who was directing for wood, that he hoped he would continue to be the director of 2001.
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